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• What is a Cognitive Radio? 
• CR applications 
• The problem: Multi-objective performance
• Reinforcement Learning: The solution
• Satcom RL performance
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What is a 
Cognitive Radio ?
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What is a Cognitive Radio ?
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What you want
What you see
What you can do
What you 
can tune
T. Collins, A.M. Wyglinski. “Enabling Security in Cognitive Radios and Wireless Spectrum.” MILCOM Tutorial, 2014.
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What is a Cognitive Radio ?
• Learning algorithm
─ Explore vs. Exploit
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Reinhart, R. C. Using International Space Station For Cognitive System Research And Technology With 









• Transmission power level
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Multi-objective comms performance
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M – modulation and encoding schemes
R – data rate
BER – bit error rate
P – transmission power
W – bandwidth
Eb – energy per bit
Reinforcement Learning
The solution
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Reinforcement Learning
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Reinforcement Learning
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• Satcom 𝑸 𝑺,𝑨
𝑄𝑘+1 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑢𝑘 = 𝑄𝑘 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑢𝑘 + 𝛼𝑘𝑟𝑘+1
𝑢𝑘 = ℎ 𝑠𝑘
𝑠𝑘+1 = 𝑔 𝑠𝑘 , 𝑢𝑘
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Fixed exploration probability (𝜀 = 0.5)
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Variable exploration probability 𝜀
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Time spent at performance levels
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Mission 1: Launch/re-entry Mission 2: Multimedia
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Time spent at performance levels
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Mission 3: Power saving Mission 4: Normal
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Time spent at performance levels
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